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What is Further Mathematics A Level?
The  A Level  in  Further  Mathematics  is  a  double  A Level  course  -  so  the  end 
qualification is two A Levels. It is delivered during four hours of teaching by Mr 
Campion and Mr Naylor. Students also attend five hours of single A Level lessons to 
study independently and to complete set work.

Course Description

Further Mathematicians study the full  A Level  course of  Core One to Core 
Four, with two applied modules. In addition to this, they take a further six modules, 
making up a second A Level. Generally these modules are Further Pure One and 
Two, with Statistics Two, Mechanics Two and Decision Two or Further Pure Three. 
The  course  is  a  little  more  rigorous  than  the  single  award  course,  the  pace  is 
challenging, and we expect students to be able to do a great deal for themselves, so 
that they become highly proficient at  pure mathematics.   Students will  find they 
have studied some of the components of a first year mathematics or engineering 
degree course before they finish year thirteen. University Mathematics Departments 
cannot insist on A Level Further Mathematics as an entry qualification, because not 
all schools can offer it, but it is highly desirable for many courses.

Should I Take Further Mathematics?
If  the  A Level  Mathematics  course  is  hard  work,  then  Further  Mathematics  is 
practically  a  life-style  choice.  You should  love  Mathematics,  and be  prepared  to 
spend plenty of  time working on it.  You should have a natural  curiosity for  the 
subject,  and we encourage students to read about it,  and find out even more for 
themselves. In return, we have a good track record with helping our students go on 
to study at many of the top universities, including Oxford and Cambridge. Students 
have recently gone on to take degrees in Mathematics, Mathematics with Statistics, 
Computer Science, Engineering and Theoretical Physics.
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Pure Mathematics
The course follows all of the pure Mathematics units of the A Level course, but the 
additional modules allow for the introduction of some matrix algebra, and a 
grounding in complex numbers. Nearly every topic in the single award course, 
whether it be series expansions, graphical work, or numerical methods, is taken to a 
much greater depth in the the double A Level course.

Statistics and Mechanics
Whereas  Mathematics  students  tend  to  choose 
between  statistics  or  mechanics,  further 
mathematicians  study two units  of  each.  This  is 
excellent  preparation  for  university  study of  the 
sciences, where classical and quantum mechanical 
modelling are combined with statistics. 

Decision Mathematics
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The  Further  Mathematics  A  Level  allows 
students  to  study  “decision”  or  “discrete” 
Mathematics. From an analysis of the Bridges 
of  Königsberg problem and its  applications 
in modern logistics and distribution, to more 
familiar graphical work, this unit is a study 
in  logic  with  uses  in  course  like  Business 
Operation  and  Control,  and  well  as  more 
familiar mathematic courses.


